


Adonit AI-Vocal
Smart voice stylus is the new life hack.  

Perfect for iPhone and iPad.

With exclusive "Adonit One"APP



Dual Mode Stylus

Quickly switch modes between iPhone 
and iPad.
1.Green light: iPhone mode can be used
on all touchscreens.
2.Blue light: iPad mode can be used on
new iPad version. This mode supports
palm rejection so you can rest your
palm comfortably on the screen while
you write.

* Please use the green light for 2017
iPad series and earlier versions.



Easy Recording

Built with 2 omnidirectional microphones with professional DSP noise 
reduction technology. Standard 2GB memory can record up to 9 hours of 

audio.



Recording while writing 

Transcribe live recordings to put down 
record all the important information while 
writing notes or drawing. Perfect for 
business meetings, in lectures, and other 
scenarios.



Adonit AI-Vocal

Dimension : 154mm * 9mm
Item weight : 13g
Charging time: 45 mins
Continuous use: 12hrs 
Material : Aluminum
Color : Black

Compatibility : All touch screens
Recording format：MOV (video) / M4A (audio)
Capacity : 2GB (can store approx. 9hrs of audio)
UPC: 847663023614



Adonit One
Made specially for stylus users.

Reach ultimate experience with AI-Vocal.



Features

Using AI Speech Recognition 
to live caption your recording

Audio-to-text 
Revisit every moments and 
get your video transcripted.

Video-to-text 

Take your note during your 
audio recording.

Digital Notes (Free)
Sign or annotate your 
contracts and agreements 
anytime, anywhere.

e-Sign PDF(Free)

The new way to record your meetings, lectures, notes, and more.



Features

Live caption and transcript with punctuation
Allows to share, edit and replay by time segments
Take notes and Sign PDF simultaneously recording 
(Perfect with AI-Vocal)

App, Transcript, and Translation Support 8 Languages: 
English, Traditional Chinese, Spanish, Japanese, 
German, Thai, Vietnamese, and French



Devices

Currently available on App store for 
iPhone and iPad.

Audio/Video-to-text support both AI-Vocal 
and built-in microphone. Other features 
compatible with all Adonit stylus.



Adonit Confidential


